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the life of stephen the younger is one of the rare sources
for byzantium in the dark ages and one of the key witnesses
to the history of iconoclasm this book presents a new edition
of the text together with a french translation and commentary
and an important introduction stephen was a hermit killed in
765 at the order of the emperor constantine v his life was
written in 809 some forty years after the 7th ecumenical
council nicaea ii at which orthodoxy was affirmed professor
auzépy shows how the life reflects the politics of the era
both those of the patriarchate on which the author depended
and of the female monastery near which stephen had lived and
transforms the probable victim of a failed political plot
into a christ like figure martyred by a diabolic emperor la
vie d etienne le jeune est une des rares sources sur l
histoire de byzance durant le haut moyen age et un témoignage
majeur de la querelle iconoclaste cet ouvrage comprenant une
importante introduction présente une nouvelle édition du
texte accompagnée d une traduction française annotée etienne
est un ermite qui fut assassiné en 765 sur l ordre de l
empereur constantin v sa vie fut écrite en 809 une
quarantaine d années après le septième concile œcuménique de
nicée ii au cours duquel fut affirmé l orthodoxie le
professeur auzépy démontre comment la vie reflète les enjeux
politiques de cette époque ceux du patriarcat dont l auteur
dépendait comme ceux du monastère de femmes auprès duquel
etienne a vécu et comment la vie transforme son héros
probablement mis à mort dans le cadre d un complot en une
figure de saint moine martyrisé par un empereur diabolique
winner of the prix charles diehl de l académie des
inscriptions et belles lettres 1999 delphiclassics com
contains list of members in cooperation with the american
indian studies research institute indiana university
bloomington in saints hommes de chiraz et du fārs pouvoir
société et lieux de sacralité xe xve s denise aigle studies
the spiritual role but also the political one played by the
sufi shaykhs from the tenth century fārs was a a land of
holiness with shaykh kabīr in shiraz and murshid al dīn abū
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isḥāq in kāzarūn this research is based on hagiographic
sources historical chronicles literary sources and archival
documents the author shows how the pre islamic history of
fārs was integrated into spiritual islam thanks to the
mystical speculations of the sufi shaykhs the particular
interest of this research is its contribution to the history
of lāristān a region that has long remained terra incognita
thanks to handwritten hagiographic documents preserved in
several private libraries we discover the existence and the
role of spiritual masters until now totally unknown reprint
of the original first published in 1876 le rév dr françois
kara akoa mongo est né et a grandi au cameroun il est le
7ième enfants des feux pasteur françois akoa abômô et de
djômô essômba suzanne après son ordination en 1967 il a servi
l eglise presbytérienne camerounaise en plusieurs qualités
avant et après ses etudes aux etats unis jusqu en 1987 date a
laquelle il est définitivement rentré aux etats unis avec
toute sa famille pendant 21 ans il a enseigné le français d
espagnol le latin et les sciences sociales comme professeur
certifié aux lycées de washington academy et de narraguagus
il enseignait aussi à l université du maine à machias à titre
de vacataire lui et sa femme kathérine ont élevé leurs 9
enfants qui vivent dans les villes de la région de new
england depuis 20 ans il est pasteur d une paroisse de l
eglise congregationnelle à machiasport maine akoa mongo a une
maîtrise en théologie une autre dans l enseignement des
langues et un ph d en education de l université du maine à
orono autres livres publiés par akoa mongo the life of akoa
mongo kara from africa to the united states maine 125 sermons
preached from the pulpit of machiasport et dans bientôt le
rév françois akoa abômô l homme et l oeuvre françois akoa
mongo kara et sa femme kathy vivent à machiasport maine div6
short story masterpieces by great french novelist include an
episode during the terror a passion in the desert the
revolutionary conscript 3 more excellent new english
translations on facing pages div the literary in the every
day is a resources for a transdisiplinary approach to reading
writing at the first and second year levels of college french
these will serve as foreign language templates in the form of
an oer to bridge the wellknown divide between lower level
language courses and upper level literature content courses
language teachers with the help of these templates can
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develop their own reading and writing activities to highlight
the metaphorical ostervald 1770 1771 bible originally
published in 1921 this book contains the french text of five
of balzac s most well known short stories le curé de tours
jésus christ en flandre le chef d oeuvre inconnu l auberge
rouge and la messe de l athée the collection is introduced by
tilley s analysis of balzac as an author of short stories and
the ways in which the short stories fit into his wider works
this book will be of value to anyone with an interest in
balzac or french literature all study of the origins of
social institutions must be based on what ethnology can tell
us of the psychology of the lower races and on the primitive
conceptions of human relations which are thus established it
is only in early modes of thought that we can find the
explanation of ceremonies and systems which originated in
primitive society and if ceremony and system are the concrete
forms in which human relations are expressed an examination
ethnological and psychological of human relations is
indispensable for enquiry into human institutions this volume
focuses on the relationship between time narrative and the
fixed image as such it highlights renewed interest in the
temporality of the fixed image probably one of the most
important trends in the formal and semiotic analysis of
visual media in the past decade the various essays discuss
paintings the illustrated covers of books comics or graphic
novels photo stories postcards television and video art as
well as aesthetic practices that defy categorization such as
chris marker s masterpiece la jetée the range of works and
practices examined is reflected in the different theoretical
approaches and methods used with an emphasis on semiology and
narratology and to a lesser extent aesthetics and
psychoanalysis the interest of this book however does not
stem exclusively from the range and scope of the artefacts
examined or the methodological issues that are addressed its
fundamental importance rests in the contributors readiness to
question the differentiation between fixed and moving images
which all too often provides a convenient if not altogether
convincing starting point for image analysis the originality
and value of the contribution that time narrative and the
fixed image temps narration et image fixe makes to the body
of theoretical writing on visual media lies in this
challenging and comprehensive approach we know more about men
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who sought and had sex with men in eighteenth century paris
than in any other city at the time police records provide
information about thousands of sodomites who were arrested
and thousands more who were not michel rey explored the
sodomitical culture of the capital in five articles based on
one set of sources published from 1982 to 1994 no one has
completed his pioneering work in the archives and challenged
his anachronistic conclusions about identity community and
effeminacy this book the first on the subject based on
extensive research in all of the relevant series of police
records explores patterns and changes in the lives of men who
desired men and in the surveillance and punishment of same
sex relations across the century chapters 1 and 2 offer a
more systematic skeptical and subtle analysis of complex
questions about mentalities than rey did chapters 3 and 4
discuss the ways in which sodomites made connections through
solicitation in public spaces and networking in private
places and the ways in which the police tracked them chapters
5 and 6 analyze the operations of agents who entrapped
sodomites and the procedures of magistrates who judged them
the book examines what the extant sources do and do not tell
us about the heads hearts and hands of men detained or
mentioned by the police to that end it includes a generous
selection of documents that allow us to hear voices from the
archives including many that require us to rethink what we
thought we knew about the subculture
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the life of stephen the younger is one of the rare sources
for byzantium in the dark ages and one of the key witnesses
to the history of iconoclasm this book presents a new edition
of the text together with a french translation and commentary
and an important introduction stephen was a hermit killed in
765 at the order of the emperor constantine v his life was
written in 809 some forty years after the 7th ecumenical
council nicaea ii at which orthodoxy was affirmed professor
auzépy shows how the life reflects the politics of the era
both those of the patriarchate on which the author depended
and of the female monastery near which stephen had lived and
transforms the probable victim of a failed political plot
into a christ like figure martyred by a diabolic emperor la
vie d etienne le jeune est une des rares sources sur l
histoire de byzance durant le haut moyen age et un témoignage
majeur de la querelle iconoclaste cet ouvrage comprenant une
importante introduction présente une nouvelle édition du
texte accompagnée d une traduction française annotée etienne
est un ermite qui fut assassiné en 765 sur l ordre de l
empereur constantin v sa vie fut écrite en 809 une
quarantaine d années après le septième concile œcuménique de
nicée ii au cours duquel fut affirmé l orthodoxie le
professeur auzépy démontre comment la vie reflète les enjeux
politiques de cette époque ceux du patriarcat dont l auteur
dépendait comme ceux du monastère de femmes auprès duquel
etienne a vécu et comment la vie transforme son héros
probablement mis à mort dans le cadre d un complot en une
figure de saint moine martyrisé par un empereur diabolique
winner of the prix charles diehl de l académie des
inscriptions et belles lettres 1999
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in saints hommes de chiraz et du fārs pouvoir société et
lieux de sacralité xe xve s denise aigle studies the
spiritual role but also the political one played by the sufi
shaykhs from the tenth century fārs was a a land of holiness
with shaykh kabīr in shiraz and murshid al dīn abū isḥāq in
kāzarūn this research is based on hagiographic sources
historical chronicles literary sources and archival documents
the author shows how the pre islamic history of fārs was
integrated into spiritual islam thanks to the mystical
speculations of the sufi shaykhs the particular interest of
this research is its contribution to the history of lāristān
a region that has long remained terra incognita thanks to
handwritten hagiographic documents preserved in several
private libraries we discover the existence and the role of
spiritual masters until now totally unknown
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le rév dr françois kara akoa mongo est né et a grandi au
cameroun il est le 7ième enfants des feux pasteur françois
akoa abômô et de djômô essômba suzanne après son ordination
en 1967 il a servi l eglise presbytérienne camerounaise en
plusieurs qualités avant et après ses etudes aux etats unis
jusqu en 1987 date a laquelle il est définitivement rentré
aux etats unis avec toute sa famille pendant 21 ans il a
enseigné le français d espagnol le latin et les sciences
sociales comme professeur certifié aux lycées de washington
academy et de narraguagus il enseignait aussi à l université
du maine à machias à titre de vacataire lui et sa femme
kathérine ont élevé leurs 9 enfants qui vivent dans les
villes de la région de new england depuis 20 ans il est
pasteur d une paroisse de l eglise congregationnelle à
machiasport maine akoa mongo a une maîtrise en théologie une
autre dans l enseignement des langues et un ph d en education
de l université du maine à orono autres livres publiés par
akoa mongo the life of akoa mongo kara from africa to the
united states maine 125 sermons preached from the pulpit of
machiasport et dans bientôt le rév françois akoa abômô l
homme et l oeuvre françois akoa mongo kara et sa femme kathy
vivent à machiasport maine
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div6 short story masterpieces by great french novelist
include an episode during the terror a passion in the desert
the revolutionary conscript 3 more excellent new english
translations on facing pages div
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the literary in the every day is a resources for a
transdisiplinary approach to reading writing at the first and
second year levels of college french these will serve as
foreign language templates in the form of an oer to bridge
the wellknown divide between lower level language courses and
upper level literature content courses language teachers with
the help of these templates can develop their own reading and
writing activities to highlight the metaphorical
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Journal of the Shanghai Literary and
Scientific Society
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originally published in 1921 this book contains the french
text of five of balzac s most well known short stories le
curé de tours jésus christ en flandre le chef d oeuvre
inconnu l auberge rouge and la messe de l athée the
collection is introduced by tilley s analysis of balzac as an
author of short stories and the ways in which the short
stories fit into his wider works this book will be of value
to anyone with an interest in balzac or french literature
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Royal Asiatic Society
1884

all study of the origins of social institutions must be based
on what ethnology can tell us of the psychology of the lower



races and on the primitive conceptions of human relations
which are thus established it is only in early modes of
thought that we can find the explanation of ceremonies and
systems which originated in primitive society and if ceremony
and system are the concrete forms in which human relations
are expressed an examination ethnological and psychological
of human relations is indispensable for enquiry into human
institutions
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Royal Asiatic Society
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this volume focuses on the relationship between time
narrative and the fixed image as such it highlights renewed
interest in the temporality of the fixed image probably one
of the most important trends in the formal and semiotic
analysis of visual media in the past decade the various
essays discuss paintings the illustrated covers of books
comics or graphic novels photo stories postcards television
and video art as well as aesthetic practices that defy
categorization such as chris marker s masterpiece la jetée
the range of works and practices examined is reflected in the
different theoretical approaches and methods used with an
emphasis on semiology and narratology and to a lesser extent
aesthetics and psychoanalysis the interest of this book
however does not stem exclusively from the range and scope of
the artefacts examined or the methodological issues that are
addressed its fundamental importance rests in the
contributors readiness to question the differentiation
between fixed and moving images which all too often provides
a convenient if not altogether convincing starting point for
image analysis the originality and value of the contribution
that time narrative and the fixed image temps narration et
image fixe makes to the body of theoretical writing on visual
media lies in this challenging and comprehensive approach
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we know more about men who sought and had sex with men in
eighteenth century paris than in any other city at the time
police records provide information about thousands of
sodomites who were arrested and thousands more who were not
michel rey explored the sodomitical culture of the capital in
five articles based on one set of sources published from 1982
to 1994 no one has completed his pioneering work in the
archives and challenged his anachronistic conclusions about
identity community and effeminacy this book the first on the
subject based on extensive research in all of the relevant
series of police records explores patterns and changes in the
lives of men who desired men and in the surveillance and
punishment of same sex relations across the century chapters
1 and 2 offer a more systematic skeptical and subtle analysis
of complex questions about mentalities than rey did chapters
3 and 4 discuss the ways in which sodomites made connections
through solicitation in public spaces and networking in
private places and the ways in which the police tracked them
chapters 5 and 6 analyze the operations of agents who
entrapped sodomites and the procedures of magistrates who
judged them the book examines what the extant sources do and
do not tell us about the heads hearts and hands of men
detained or mentioned by the police to that end it includes a
generous selection of documents that allow us to hear voices
from the archives including many that require us to rethink
what we thought we knew about the subculture
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